Accessing The Economist
Go to Explore from the UCL Library Services website: www.ucl.ac.uk/library
Run a search for economist via E-journals or by selecting Journal titles from the drop-down menu.
The first result is the one we’re after.
- Select View Online or the title link.
For older issues of The Economist, go to the Gale Cengage Economist Historical Archive.
For current content, the focus of these slides, select the ProQuest entry.
From here you can run searches for terms which appear in the full-text of articles, across all of the issues of The Economist available from ProQuest.

You can also set up alerts or create RSS feeds.
Browse specific issues

The list is currently ordered by most recent issue first. View oldest issue first
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- Scrolling down the search screen, you can also browse by issue by drilling down to a particular date.
The articles from that issue are then listed.

Click on the Full text – PDF option for a facsimile copy of an article, i.e. to include associated photographs, tables and diagrams.